Photo Dimensions for UGS Site

It is important that images are uploaded at the correct dimensions according to how they will be used on the website.

- **UGS homepage**: upload all images at 1200 pixels x 800 pixels @ 72 dpi.
- **Program level homepages**: upload "banner" images at 900 pixels x 450 pixels @ 72 dpi.
- **Bucket pages**: upload all images at 900 pixels x 600 pixels @ 72 dpi.
- **Events**: upload event images at 480 pixels x 320 pixels @ 72 dpi.
- **Profiles**: upload student and faculty profiles images at 125 pixels x 125 pixels @ 72 dpi.

### UGS homepage

**UGS Celebrates Former Students**

![Image of former students celebrating]

**NEWS**

- [Speaker Profile: Meet 500 Student](link)
- [UGS Welcome News: 1200 student]
- [Road Signature Course: 450 students]
- [Watch students explore your new major: 320 pixels]

**1200 Pixels**

Upload all homepage news images, both slideshow and tile photos, at 1200 pixels x 800 pixels. The slideshow images display at 900 x 600 but will be slightly pixelated unless uploaded at 1200 x 800 @ 72 dpi.

**800 Pixels**

**Bucket pages**

**900 Pixels**

Upload bucket page images at 900 pixels x 600 pixels. They will display at varying sizes when the page is responsively scaled but the maximum size they will appear is 900 x 600.

### Program level homepages

**900 Pixels**

**Events**

**480 Pixels**

Upload event images at 480 pixels x 320 pixels at 72 dpi. They will display at varying sizes when the page is responsively scaled and the maximum size they will appear is 480 x 320.

### Profiles

**320 Pixels**
Bridging Disciplines Programs

The Bridging Disciplines Programs (BDP) at The University of Texas at Austin allow undergraduates to earn an interdisciplinary certificate through a course of study that integrates classroom, research, and internship experiences. We offer interdisciplinary concentrations in 15 areas.

Meet UGS Students

David Loewenberg
Major: Government
BDP Certificate: Human Rights & Social Justice
Graduation Year: Spring 2014

I work as an education policy intern at New America, a nonpartisan policy think tank.

Location: Washington, DC

"Understanding my greater intellectual curiosity and pushing me to be a truly critical thinker is what I value most about my BDP experience."